
The development of 
children



Developmental stages 
according to Piaget



Child 4-7 Child 7-12 Teenager/ adult

Still very self centered More able to see 
things from other 
peoples perspective

Able to see things 
from another 
perspective, able to 
see ‘look to things 
through somebody 
elses eyes’

Can the child 
see things 
from 
somebody 
elses 
perspective?



Child 4-7 Child 7-12 Teenager/ adult

Attention span around 
5 minutes

Attention span around 
10 minutes

Attention span around 
20 minutes

How long can the child really stay 
focused...active learning time...??



Child 4-7 Child 7-12 Teenager/ adult

Learning through 
doing/ experiencing

Learning through 
logical reasoning

Learning through 
abstract concepts

How do they learn new 
things....??



Child 4-7 Child 7-12 Teenager/ adult

The child almost 
never uses symbols, 
but can visualize

Understands symbols 
that are logically 
related to one another

Understands symbols

Understanding of symbols....



Child 4-7 Child 7-12 Teenager/ adult

Understanding time 
and place are difficult

Understands time and 
place better

Understands time and 
place

Do they already understand the
 details of a time or place....?



Child 4-7 Child 7-12 Teenager/ adult

Problems with cause 
and effect

If something wrong 
happens it’s always
‘somebody elses fault’

Starts to understand 
cause and effect.

Starts to feel 
responsible for his or 
her own deeds

Understands cause 
and effect. 

Can take 
responsibility for 
his/her own behavior

Understanding how things that 
you do have consequences
for yourself or others..........



Child 4-7 Child 7-12 Teenager/ adult

Still very self centered More able to see 
things from other 
perspective

Able to see things 
from other perspective

Attention span around 
5 minutes

Attention span around 
10 minutes

Attention span around 
20 minutes

Learning through 
doing/ experiencing

Learning through 
logical reasoning

Learning through 
abstract concepts

Minor use of symbols, 
but can visualize

Understands symbols 
with logical relation

Understands symbols

Understanding time 
and place are difficult

Understands time and 
place better

Understands time and 
place

Problems with cause 
and effect

Starts to understand 
cause and effect

Understands cause 
and effect

Summary ... 



Eriksons stages of 
Psychosocial development

0-1 year: Can I trust the world?

1-3 years: Is it ok to be me? 

3-5 years:    Is it ok for me to do, 
move
                     and act?

5-11 years:  Can I make it in the 
world 
                     of people and things?

11-18 years: Who am I, what can I 
be? 



The do’s and don’ts of repetition

Do

- Use repetition of the knowledge you 
want to teach them. 

- Create a familiar/predictable setting for 
the younger kids so they can feel safe.

- Use familiar songs so they can join in.

- Ask questions that repeat what you 
have shared.



Don’t 

-  Repeat the same games/ songs 
   over and over again, 
   whithout adding something new. 
   Especially songs then easily become 
   ‘empty words’ 

- Give lenghty explanations (they have 
no effect, the childre will just stop 
listening)

- Just use something that worked in the 
past or with another group ... Don’t 
lean on past experience. 
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